ESCAPE TO THE HISTORIC CENTER
AND THE MIDDLE OF THE WORLD

GREAT
ESCAPES

In 1978, Quito was declared a World Heritage Site by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), it is a distinctive city from many
perspectives. This private visit to the Old Town will allow you to learn more about the
history of Quito and will take you to the main sites of the Capital. Our specialized guide
will pick you up and give a brief overview of modern Quito and the Historic Center.
The visit will start at Plaza de San Francisco, the main temple, choir, museum, and the
convent. The tour will continue with a short walk to the La Compañía de Jesús Church, a
true masterpiece of baroque architecture and art in Latin America, also known as the
Crown Jewel. Next, the group will make its way to the city´s main square (Plaza Grande),
the historical, political, and religious heart of Quito and Ecuador.
The country´s name is the result of the visit of the Geodesic Mission in the 18th century.
This mission came to Quito to measure the latitude and define the shape of the earth.
They established that the planet was round and that the “middle of the world” was in our
country. The Middle of the World complex has several museums, shops, and a trapezoidal
monument that offers an observation platform for amazing views of the Andes and this
unique plateau. The Monument has a 100-foot-long, yellow line on the ground that is the
city´s most famous spot for posing with one foot in each hemisphere for the classic
equator photo.
Includes:
Private transportation and certified guide
Entrance fees for museums, San Francisco, and La Iglesia de La Compañía de Jesús
Middle of the World complex

* Strict biosafety protocols are followed.
** Flexibility policy: programs and special rates have an expiration period. Spaces are subject to availability.
For more information and custom quote: jruben@mytourec.com WhatsApp: 0999217343
Web: www.mytourec.com

